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(54) Reception apparatus, reception method, reception program, and reception system

(57) Disclosed herein is a reception apparatus in-
cluding: a spectrum inversion detection section config-
ured to detect the occurrence or absence of spectrum
inversion in a received signal complying with the Digital
Video Broadcasting-Terrestrial 2 standard known as
DVB-T2, using a P1 signal constituting the received sig-
nal; a spectrum inversion section configured to perform
a spectrum inversion process on the received signal if
the occurrence of the spectrum inversion is detected at

least by the spectrum inversion detection section; and a
demodulation section configured to demodulate the re-
ceived signal having undergone the spectrum inversion
process if the occurrence of the spectrum inversion is
detected by the spectrum inversion detection section, the
demodulation section further demodulating the received
signal yet to undergo the spectrum inversion process if
the absence of the spectrum inversion is detected by the
spectrum inversion detection section.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a reception ap-
paratus, a reception method, a reception program, and
a reception system. More particularly, the invention re-
lates to a reception apparatus, a reception method, a
reception program, and a reception system whereby sig-
nals received in compliance with the DVB-T2 (Digital Vid-
eo Broadcasting-Terrestrial 2) standard can be demod-
ulated correctly even if spectrum inversion occurs.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] The DVB-T2 standard is currently worked out
as a representative standard for terrestrial digital broad-
casting (see "Frame structure channel coding and mod-
ulation for a second-generation digital terrestrial televi-
sion broadcasting system (DVB-T2)," a DVB website up-
dated on June 30, 2008; searched for on May 27, 2009
on the Internet at <URL= http://www.dvb.org/technology/
dvbt2/a122.tm3980r5.DVB-T2.pdf>). Terrestrial digital
broadcasts based on the DVB-T2 standard utilize the
modulation method called OFDM (Orthogonal Frequen-
cy Division Multiplexing).
[0003] Fig. 1 is a schematic view showing a composi-
tion example of a digital signal in compliance with the
DVB-T2 standard.
[0004] As shown in Fig. 1, the digital signal complying
with the DVB-T2 standard (called the DVB-T2 signal
hereunder) has two kinds of frames: frames based on
the DVB-T2 standard (called the T2 frame each hereun-
der), and frames in compliance with some other standard
than the DVB-T2 standard (called the FEF (future exten-
sion frame) part each hereunder), which is to be stand-
ardized in the future.
[0005] Each frame is headed by a P1 signal. The P1
signal indicates the FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) size of
the frame in question, gives information indicating wheth-
er the communication method in use is MISO (Multiple
Input Single Output) or SISO (Single Input Single Out-
put), and provides information indicating whether the
frame in question is an FEF part. If the frame turns out
to be a T2 frame, it has its P1 signal followed by a P2
signal and a data signal.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] Because the DVB-T2 signal is modulated by
the OFDM method, the signal can develop spectrum in-
version when the reception apparatus in use converts an
RF signal into an IF signal. In such a case, the reception
apparatus cannot demodulate the DVB-T2 signal cor-
rectly. When the P1 signal is not correctly demodulated,
the reception apparatus cannot acquire information nec-

essary for frame demodulation.
[0007] The present invention has been made in view
of the above circumstances and provides a reception ap-
paratus, a reception method, a reception program, and
a reception system whereby the received signal in com-
pliance with the DVB-T2 standard can be correctly de-
modulated even if spectrum inversion occurs.
[0008] In carrying out the present invention and ac-
cording to one embodiment thereof, there is provided a
reception apparatus including: spectrum inversion detec-
tion means for detecting the occurrence or absence of
spectrum inversion in a received signal complying with
the Digital Video Broadcasting-Terrestrial 2 standard
known as DVB-T2, using a P1 signal constituting the re-
ceived signal; spectrum inversion means for performing
a spectrum inversion process on the received signal if
the occurrence of the spectrum inversion is detected at
least by the spectrum inversion detection means; and
demodulation means for demodulating the received sig-
nal having undergone the spectrum inversion process if
the occurrence of the spectrum inversion is detected by
the spectrum inversion detection means, the demodula-
tion means further demodulating the received signal yet
to undergo the spectrum inversion process if the absence
of the spectrum inversion is detected by the spectrum
inversion detection means.
[0009] The reception apparatus embodying the
present invention as outlined above corresponds to a re-
ception method according to the invention and represent-
ing the functionality of the above-outlined reception ap-
paratus, as well as to a program according to the inven-
tion and equivalent to the reception method.
[0010] Where the above-outlined reception apparatus
embodying the present invention is in use, the occur-
rence or absence of spectrum inversion is detected from
a received signal complying with the Digital Video Broad-
casting-Terrestrial 2 standard known as DVB-T2, using
a P1 signal constituting the received signal. A spectrum
inversion process is performed on the received signal if
the occurrence of the spectrum inversion is detected at
least by the spectrum inversion detection means. The
received signal having undergone the spectrum inver-
sion process is demodulated if the occurrence of the
spectrum inversion is detected; the received signal yet
to undergo the spectrum inversion process is demodu-
lated if the absence of the spectrum inversion is detected.
[0011] According to another embodiment of the
present invention, there is provided a reception system
including: acquisition means for acquiring over a trans-
mission channel a signal complying with the Digital Video
Broadcasting-Terrestrial 2 standard known as DVB-T2,
as a received signal; and transmission channel decoding
process means for performing a transmission channel
decoding process on the received signal acquired by the
acquisition means. The transmission channel decoding
process means includes: spectrum inversion detection
means for detecting the occurrence or absence of spec-
trum inversion in the received signal using a P1 signal
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constituting the received signal; spectrum inversion
means for performing a spectrum inversion process on
the received signal if the occurrence of the spectrum in-
version is detected at least by the spectrum inversion
detection means; and demodulation means for demod-
ulating the received signal having undergone the spec-
trum inversion process if the occurrence of the spectrum
inversion is detected by the spectrum inversion detection
means, the demodulation means further demodulating
the received signal yet to undergo the spectrum inversion
process if the absence of the spectrum inversion is de-
tected by the spectrum inversion detection means.
[0012] Where the above-outlined reception system
embodying the present invention is in use, a signal com-
plying with the Digital Video Broadcasting-Terrestrial 2
standard known as DVB-T2 is acquired as a received
signal over a transmission channel; and a transmission
channel decoding process is performed on the received
signal thus acquired. During the transmission channel
decoding process, the occurrence or absence of spec-
trum inversion is detected from the received signal using
a P1 signal constituting the received signal. A spectrum
inversion process is performed on the received signal if
the occurrence of the spectrum inversion is detected at
least by the spectrum inversion detection means. The
received signal having undergone the spectrum inver-
sion process is demodulated if the occurrence of the
spectrum inversion is detected; the received signal yet
to undergo the spectrum inversion process is demodu-
lated if the absence of the spectrum inversion is detected.
[0013] According to a further embodiment of the
present invention, there is provided a reception system
including: transmission channel decoding process
means for performing a transmission channel decoding
process on a received signal which is acquired over a
transmission channel and which complies with the Digital
Video Broadcasting-Terrestrial 2 standard known as
DVB-T2; and information source decoding process
means for performing an information source decoding
process on the received signal having undergone the
transmission channel decoding process performed by
the transmission channel decoding process means. The
transmission channel decoding process means includes:
spectrum inversion detection means for detecting the oc-
currence or absence of spectrum inversion in the re-
ceived signal using a P1 signal constituting the received
signal; spectrum inversion means for performing a spec-
trum inversion process on the received signal if the oc-
currence of the spectrum inversion is detected at least
by the spectrum inversion detection means; and demod-
ulation means for demodulating the received signal hav-
ing undergone the spectrum inversion process if the oc-
currence of the spectrum inversion is detected by the
spectrum inversion detection means, the demodulation
means further demodulating the received signal yet to
undergo the spectrum inversion process if the absence
of the spectrum inversion is detected by the spectrum
inversion detection means.

[0014] Where the above-outlined reception system
embodying the present invention is in use, a transmission
channel decoding process is performed on a received
signal which is acquired over a transmission channel and
which complies with the Digital Video Broadcasting-Ter-
restrial 2 standard known as DVB-T2; and an information
source decoding process is performed on the received
signal having undergone the transmission channel de-
coding process. During the transmission channel decod-
ing process, the occurrence or absence of spectrum in-
version is detected from the received signal using a P1
signal constituting the received signal. A spectrum inver-
sion process is performed on the received signal if the
occurrence of the spectrum inversion is detected at least
by the spectrum inversion detection means. The received
signal having undergone the spectrum inversion process
is demodulated if the occurrence of the spectrum inver-
sion is detected; the received signal yet to undergo the
spectrum inversion process is demodulated if the ab-
sence of the spectrum inversion is detected.
[0015] According to an even further embodiment of the
present invention, there is provided a reception system
including: transmission channel decoding process
means for performing a transmission channel decoding
process on a received signal which is acquired over a
transmission channel and which complies with the Digital
Video Broadcasting-Terrestrial 2 standard known as
DVB-T2; and output means for outputting an image or a
sound based on the received signal having undergone
the transmission channel decoding process performed
by the transmission channel decoding process means.
The transmission channel decoding process means in-
cludes: spectrum inversion detection means for detecting
the occurrence or absence of spectrum inversion in the
received signal using a P1 signal constituting the re-
ceived signal; spectrum inversion means for performing
a spectrum inversion process on the received signal if
the occurrence of the spectrum inversion is detected at
least by the spectrum inversion detection means; and
demodulation means for demodulating the received sig-
nal having undergone the spectrum inversion process if
the occurrence of the spectrum inversion is detected by
the spectrum inversion detection means, the demodula-
tion means further demodulating the received signal yet
to undergo the spectrum inversion process if the absence
of the spectrum inversion is detected by the spectrum
inversion detection means.
[0016] Where the above-outlined reception system
embodying the present invention is in use, a transmission
channel decoding process is performed on a received
signal which is acquired over a transmission channel and
which complies with the Digital Video Broadcasting-Ter-
restrial 2 standard known as DVB-T2; and an image or
a sound is output based on the received signal having
undergone the transmission channel decoding process.
During the transmission channel decoding process, the
occurrence or absence of spectrum inversion is detected
from the received signal using a P1 signal constituting
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the received signal. A spectrum inversion process is per-
formed on the received signal if the occurrence of the
spectrum inversion is detected at least by the spectrum
inversion detection means. The received signal having
undergone the spectrum inversion process is demodu-
lated if the occurrence of the spectrum inversion is de-
tected; the received signal yet to undergo the spectrum
inversion process is demodulated if the absence of the
spectrum inversion is detected.
[0017] According to a still further embodiment of the
present invention, there is provided a reception system
including: transmission channel decoding process
means for performing a transmission channel decoding
process on a received signal which is acquired over a
transmission channel and which complies with the Digital
Video Broadcasting-Terrestrial 2 standard known as
DVB-T2; and recording control means for controlling the
recording of the received signal having undergone the
transmission channel decoding process performed by
the transmission channel decoding process means. The
transmission channel decoding process means includes:
spectrum inversion detection means for detecting the oc-
currence or absence of spectrum inversion in the re-
ceived signal using a P1 signal constituting the received
signal; spectrum inversion means for performing a spec-
trum inversion process on the received signal if the oc-
currence of the spectrum inversion is detected at least
by the spectrum inversion detection means; and demod-
ulation means for demodulating the received signal hav-
ing undergone the spectrum inversion process if the oc-
currence of the spectrum inversion is detected by the
spectrum inversion detection means, the demodulation
means further demodulating the received signal yet to
undergo the spectrum inversion process if the absence
of the spectrum inversion is detected by the spectrum
inversion detection means.
[0018] Where the above-outlined reception system
embodying the present invention is in use, a transmission
channel decoding process is performed on a received
signal which is acquired over a transmission channel and
which complies with the Digital Video Broadcasting-Ter-
restrial 2 standard known as DVB-T2; and the recording
is controlled of the received signal having undergone the
transmission channel decoding process. During the
transmission channel decoding process, the occurrence
or absence of spectrum inversion is detected from the
received signal using a P1 signal constituting the re-
ceived signal. A spectrum inversion process is performed
on the received signal if the occurrence of the spectrum
inversion is detected at least by the spectrum inversion
detection means. The received signal having undergone
the spectrum inversion process is demodulated if the oc-
currence of the spectrum inversion is detected; the re-
ceived signal yet to undergo the spectrum inversion proc-
ess is demodulated if the absence of the spectrum inver-
sion is detected.
[0019] According to the present invention embodied
as outlined above, the received signal complying with the

DVB-T2 standard can be demodulated correctly even if
spectrum inversion occurs in the signal.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020] Further features and advantages of the present
invention will become apparent upon a reading of the
following description and appended drawings in which:

Fig. 1 is a schematic view showing a composition
example of a digital signal in compliance with the
DVB-T2 standard;
Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing a configuration
example of a transmission system transmitting DVB-
T2 signals;
Fig. 3 is a schematic view explanatory of information
carriers;
Fig. 4 is a schematic view showing a composition
example of a P1 signal;
Fig. 5 is a block diagram showing a configuration
example of a reception system as a first embodiment
of the present invention;
Fig. 6 is a block diagram showing a detailed compo-
sition example of a P1 decoding process section;
Fig. 7 is a block diagram showing a detailed compo-
sition example of a correlator;
Fig. 8 is a schematic view explanatory of correlation
values B and C before delay;
Fig. 9 is a schematic view showing correlation values
B and C after delay along with an output correlation
value;
Fig. 10 is a block diagram showing a detailed com-
position example of an inverse correlator;
Fig. 11 is a block diagram showing another detailed
composition example of the inverse correlator;
Fig. 12 is a block diagram showing a detailed com-
position example of a maximum searcher;
Fig. 13 is a flowchart explanatory of a P1 demodu-
lation process performed by the reception system;
Fig. 14 is another flowchart explanatory of the P1
democulation process performed by the reception
system;
Fig. 15 is a flowchart explanatory of a P1 signal de-
tection process and a spectrum inversion detection
process carried out in step S38 of Fig. 13;
Fig. 16 is a flowchart explanatory of a maximum val-
ue detection process carried out in step S61 of Fig.
15;
Fig. 17 is a block diagram showing another detailed
composition example of the maximum searcher;
Fig. 18 is a block diagram showing a configuration
example of a reception system as a second embod-
iment of the present invention;
Fig. 19 is a block diagram showing a detailed com-
position example of a P1 decoding process section
included in Fig. 18;
Fig. 20 is a block diagram showing a detailed com-
position example of a correlator included in Fig. 19;
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Fig. 21 is a block diagram showing a detailed com-
position example of a maximum searcher included
in Fig. 19;
Fig. 22 is a block diagram showing a configuration
example of a reception system as a third embodi-
ment of the present invention; and
Fig. 23 is a block diagram showing a composition
example of a personal computer.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENTS

<Premises of the present invention>

[Configuration example of the transmission system]

[0021] Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing a configura-
tion example of a transmission system 10 transmitting
DVB-T2 signals.
[0022] The transmission system 10 in Fig. 2 is made
up of a P1 coding process section 11, a data coding proc-
ess section 12, an orthogonal modulation section 13, a
D/A conversion section 14, a frequency conversion sec-
tion 15, and an antenna 16. The transmission system 10
transmits DVB-T2 signals such as those of terrestrial dig-
ital broadcasts and satellite digital broadcasts.
[0023] The P1 coding process section 11 is composed
of a 384-bit signal generation block 21, a DBPSK (Differ-
ential Binary Phase Shift Keying) modulation block 22, a
scramble block 23, a 1K carrier generation block 24, a
CDS table 25, an IFFT (Inverse Fast Fourier Transform)
computation block 26, and a P1 signal generation block
27. Thus structured, the P1 coding process section 11
generates the P1 signal.
[0024] S1 and S2 signals representing the FFT size,
communication method information, or type information
about the frame in question are input to the 384-bit signal
generation block 21. The 384-bit signal generation block
21 maps the S1 and S2 signals into a predetermined 0-1
sequence to generate a 384-bit signal.
[0025] Given the 384-bit signal generated by the 384-
bit signal generation block 21, the DBPSK modulation
block 22 performs DBPSK modulation of the received
signal. The DBPSK modulation block 22 then supplies
the scramble block 23 with the resulting DBPSK-modu-
lated signal composed of I and Q components.
[0026] The scramble block 23 scrambles into an M-
sequence the DBPSK-modulated signal fed from the DB-
PSK modulation block 22.
[0027] The 1K carrier generation block 24 reads effec-
tive carrier numbers from the CDS table 25 and, by ref-
erence to the retrieved effective carrier numbers, maps
into 1K carriers the DBPSK-modulated signal scrambled
by the scramble block 23 and composed of the I and Q
components. The CDS table 25 stores the numbers of
the effective carriers from among the 1K carriers.
[0028] The IFFT computation block 26 performs IFFT
computation of a 1K signal composed of the I and Q com-

ponents mapped by the 1K carrier generation block 24
into the 1K carriers. An IFFT signal resulting from the
IFFT computation and composed of the I and Q compo-
nents is sent from the IFFT computation block 26 to the
P1 signal generation block 27.
[0029] The P1 signal generation block 27 generates a
P1 signal composed of the I and Q components using
the IFFT signal fed from the IFFT computation block 26.
The P1 signal thus generated is supplied to the orthog-
onal modulation section 13.
[0030] The data coding process section 12 performs
coding processes such as encryption, mapping, and IFFT
computation of a signal that is input from the outside as
representative of a frame size and other information, as
well as a broadcast signal, thereby generating a P2 signal
composed of the I and Q components along with a data
signal. The data coding process section 12 then supplies
the orthogonal modulation section 13 with the P2 signal
composed of the I and Q components and the data signal.
[0031] The orthogonal modulation section 13 performs
orthogonal modulation of both the P1 signal fed from the
P1 signal generation block 27 and the DVB-T2 signal
composed of the P2 and data signals coming from the
data coding process section 12.
[0032] The D/A conversion section 14 performs D/A
conversion of the DVB-T2 signal acquired through the
orthogonal modulation by the orthogonal modulation sec-
tion 13. The resulting analog signal is sent to the frequen-
cy conversion section 15.
[0033] The frequency conversion section 15 performs
frequency conversion of the analog signal coming from
the D/A conversion section 14, thereby generating an RF
(radio frequency) signal. The RF signal is transmitted
from the antenna 16 over transmission channels such as
terrestrial or satellite waves.

[Explanation of effective carriers]

[0034] Fig. 3 is a schematic view explanatory of infor-
mation carriers as part of a 1K-carrier signal generated
by the 1K carrier generation block 24.
[0035] As shown in Fig. 3, of the 1,024 carriers making
up the 1K-carrier signal, 853 carriers are allotted as in-
formation carriers. Of these information carriers, 384 car-
riers are allotted as effective carriers that are used to
transmit substantive information.

[Explanation of the P1 signal]

[0036] Fig. 4 is a schematic view showing a composi-
tion example of the P1 signal.
[0037] As shown in Fig. 4, the P1 signal has a C-A-B
structure. That is, a real information part A of the P1 signal
is preceded by and partially overlaid with an overlay part
C, the rest of the real information part A being further
followed by and overlaid with an overlay part B. The over-
lay parts C and B are each made higher by fSH in fre-
quency than the real information part A when inserted.
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<First embodiment>

[Configuration example of the reception system as the 
first embodiment]

[0038] Fig. 5 is a block diagram showing a configura-
tion example of a reception system as the first embodi-
ment of the present invention.
[0039] The reception system 50 in Fig. 5 is made up
of an antenna 51, a frequency conversion section 52, a
local oscillator 53, an A/D conversion section 54, an or-
thogonal demodulation section 55, a local oscillator 56,
a P1 decoding process section 57, a spectrum inverter
58, a selector 59, a data decoding process section 60,
and an output section 61.
[0040] The antenna 51 acquires the RF signal out of
the DVB-T2 signal sent from the transmission system 10
in Fig. 2. The RF signal thus acquired is fed to the fre-
quency conversion section 52.
[0041] The frequency conversion section 52 multiplies
the RF signal coming from the antenna 51 by a carrier
having an oscillation frequency of (FNC + BW) supplied
by the local oscillator 53, thereby converting the RF signal
into an IF signal having the center frequency FNC. At this
point, spectrum inversion may take place. The frequency
conversion section 52 sends the IF signal to the A/D con-
version section 54.
[0042] The local oscillator 53 generates the carrier with
the oscillation frequency (FNC + BW). The carrier thus
generated is supplied to the frequency conversion sec-
tion 52.
[0043] The A/D conversion section 54 performs A/D
conversion of the IF signal coming from the frequency
conversion section 52. The resulting IF signal in digital
form is sent to the orthogonal demodulation section 55.
[0044] The orthogonal demodulation section 55 or-
thogonally demodulates the IF signal coming from the
A/D conversion section 54 using the carrier with the os-
cillation frequency BW fed from the local oscillator 56.
The orthogonal demodulation section 55 supplies the sig-
nal composed of the I and Q components and acquired
through orthogonal demodulation to the P1 decoding
process section 57, spectrum inverter 58, and selector
59. The local oscillator 56 generates the carrier with the
oscillation frequency BW and sends the generated carrier
to the orthogonal demodulation section 55.
[0045] The P1 decoding process section 57 detects
and decodes the P1 signal out of the signal coming from
the orthogonal demodulation section 55. At the same
time, the P1 decoding process section 57 detects wheth-
er or not spectrum inversion has occurred in the received
DVB-T2 signal. The P1 decoding process section 57 sup-
plies the selector 59 with a spectrum inversion detection
signal indicating the result of the detection. The P1 de-
coding process section 57 will be explained later in more
detail by reference to Fig. 6.
[0046] The spectrum inverter 58 performs a spectrum
inversion process on the signal composed of the I and Q

components and fed from the orthogonal demodulation
section 55. The spectrum inverter 58 then supplies the
selector 59 with the resulting signal composed of the I
and Q components.
[0047] In keeping with the spectrum inversion detec-
tion signal from the P1 decoding process section 57, the
selector 59 selects one of two signals: the signal yet to
undergo the spectrum inversion process and coming
from the orthogonal demodulation section 55, or the sig-
nal having undergone the spectrum inversion process
and fed from the spectrum inverter 58. The selector 59
feeds the selected signal to the data decoding process
section 60.
[0048] The data decoding process section 60 performs
transmission channel decoding (e.g., demodulation) and
information source decoding of the P2 signal and data
signal out of the signal supplied from the selector 59,
using the S1 and S2 signals obtained through the decod-
ing by the P1 decoding process section 57. A broadcast
signal thus acquired is sent from the data decoding proc-
ess section 60 to the output section 61.
[0049] The output section 61 is typically constituted by
a display and speakers. The output section 61 outputs
an image and/or a sound based on the broadcast signal
supplied from the data decoding process section 60.

[Detailed composition example of the P1 decoding proc-
ess section]

[0050] Fig. 6 is a block diagram showing a detailed
composition example of the P1 decoding process section
57 in Fig. 5.
[0051] As shown in Fig. 6, the P1 decoding process
section 57 is made up of a correlator 71, an inverse cor-
relator 72, a maximum searcher 73, a spectrum inverter
74, a selector 75, an FFT computation block 76, a CDS
correlator 77, and a decoding block 78.
[0052] The correlator 71 obtains a correlation value of
the signal composed of the I and Q components and sup-
plied from the orthogonal demodulation section 55 in Fig.
5, on the assumption that spectrum inversion has not
occurred. The correlation value thus acquired is fed to
the maximum searcher 73. The correlator 71 will be ex-
plained later in more detail by reference to Fig. 7.
[0053] The inverse correlator 72 obtains a correlation
value of the signal composed of the I and Q components
and fed from the orthogonal demodulation section 55 on
the assumption that spectrum inversion has occurred.
The correlation value thus acquired is sent to the maxi-
mum searcher 73. The correlator 72 will be explained
later in more detail by reference to Figs. 10 and 11.
[0054] The maximum searcher 73 performs a P1 signal
detection process and a spectrum inversion detection
process using the correlation values each composed of
the I and Q components and supplied from the correlator
71 and inverse correlator 72. The maximum searcher 73
proceeds to send a P1 detection flag indicating the result
of the P1 signal detection process to the FFT computation
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block 76 and a spectrum inversion detection signal rep-
resenting the result of the spectrum inversion detection
process to the selector 75 as well as to the selector 59
in Fig. 5. The maximum searcher 73 will be explained
later in more detail by reference to Fig. 12 and other draw-
ings.
[0055] The spectrum inverter 74 performs a spectrum
inversion process on the signal composed of the I and Q
components and supplied from the orthogonal demodu-
lation section 55. A signal resulting from the spectrum
inversion process and composed of the I and Q compo-
nents is sent from the spectrum inverter 74 to the selector
75.
[0056] In accordance with the spectrum inversion de-
tection signal from the maximum searcher 73, the selec-
tor 75 selects one of two signals: the signal yet to undergo
the spectrum inversion process and coming from the or-
thogonal demodulation section 55, or the signal having
undergone the spectrum inversion process and supplied
from the spectrum inverter 74. The selector 75 feeds the
selected signal to the FFT computation block 76.
[0057] Based on the P1 detection flag from the maxi-
mum searcher 73, the FFT computation block 76 per-
forms FFT computation of the signal which comes from
the selector 75, which contains 1,024 data items and
which is composed of the I and Q components. The FFT
computation block 76 then supplies the CDS correlator
77 with the 1,024 data signals resulting from the FFT
computation and composed of the I and Q components.
Furthermore, the FFT computation block 76 supplies the
CDS correlator 77 with a symbol start signal.
[0058] The CDS correlator 77 extracts 384 data signals
of effective carriers from the 1,024 data signals fed from
the FFT computation block 76 and composed of the I and
Q components, in response to the symbol start signal
from the FFT computation block 76 and by reference to
the effective carrier numbers stored in a memory, not
shown. The signals thus extracted are sent from the CDS
correlator 77 to the decoding block 78.
[0059] The CDS correlator 77 also obtains a correla-
tion value of the 1,024 data signals fed from the FFT
computation block 76 and composed of the I and Q com-
ponents. The CDS correlator 77 then acquires a carrier-
by-carrier offset amount Foffset (called the maximum unit
offset amount hereunder) based on the correlation value
thus obtained. The maximum unit offset amount Foffset is
sent to the local oscillator 53 (Fig. 5). This causes the
center frequency FNC of the carrier generated by the local
oscillator 53 to be changed to FNC+Foffset. As a result,
the carrier-by-carrier frequency error of the DVB-T2 sig-
nal is corrected.
[0060] In the manner described above, the correlator
71, inverse correlator 72, maximum searcher 73, spec-
trum inverter 74, selector 75, FFT computation block 76,
and CDS correlator 77 perform the transmission channel
decoding process that is a decoding process executed
on the transmission channel.
[0061] The decoding block 78 performs decoding and

DBPSK demodulation of the 384 data signals fed from
the CDS correlator 77 and composed of the I and Q com-
ponents, and also extracts the S1 and S2 signals from
the received signals. It should be noted that the decoding
done by the decoding block 78 corresponds to the scram-
bling by the scramble block 23 in Fig. 2; the DBPSK de-
modulation corresponds to the DBPSK modulation car-
ried out by the DBPSK modulation block 22 in Fig. 2; and
the extraction of the S1 and S2 signals corresponds to
the mapping performed by the 384-bit signal generation
block 21 in Fig. 2.
[0062] The decoding block 78 outputs the extracted
S1 and S2 signals. Also, the decoding block 78 outputs
an enable flag to registers 163 and 173 (in Fig. 12, to be
discussed later) of the maximum searcher 73 so that the
reset of the registers 163 and 173 will be enabled.
[0063] In the manner described above, the decoding
block 78 performs the information source decoding proc-
ess that is the decoding process with regard to the infor-
mation represented by the P1 signal.

[Explanation of the correlator]

[0064] Fig. 7 is a block diagram showing a detailed
composition example of the correlator 71 in Fig. 6.
[0065] In Fig. 7, the correlator 71 is made up of a fre-
quency shifter 91, a delay circuit 92, a multiplier 93, a
moving average circuit 94, a delay circuit 95, a delay
circuit 96, a multiplier 97, a moving average circuit 98,
and a multiplier 99.
[0066] The frequency shifter 91 multiplies the signal
fed from the orthogonal demodulation section 55 in Fig.
5 and composed of the I and Q components by e-j2πfSHt ,
thereby lowering the frequency of the signal by a frequen-
cy of fSH. With this multiplication carried out, if the signal
coming from the orthogonal demodulation section 55 is
a P1 signal with no spectrum inversion occurring therein,
then the frequency of the overlay parts C and B in the P1
signal becomes the same as the original frequency of
the real information part A in that P1 signal. The frequen-
cy shifter 91 supplies a signal having its frequency low-
ered by the frequency fSH to the delay circuit 92 and mul-
tiplier 97.
[0067] Given the signal from the frequency shifter 91,
the delay circuit 92 delays the received signal by Tc rep-
resenting the length of the overlay part C of the P1 signal.
The signal thus delayed is sent to the multiplier 93.
[0068] The multiplier 93 receives two signals: the sig-
nal resulting from the orthogonal demodulation per-
formed by the orthogonal demodulation section 55, and
the signal delayed by the delay circuit 92. The multiplier
93 multiplies the input signals, and feeds the result of the
multiplication to the moving average circuit 94.
[0069] The moving average circuit 94 obtains a moving
average of the multiplication result supplied from the mul-
tiplier 93. The resulting moving average is sent as a cor-
relation value C to the delay circuit 95.
[0070] The delay circuit 95 delays the correlation value
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C from the moving average circuit 94 in such a manner
that the correlation value C will be input to the multiplier
99 at the same time as a correlation value B coming from
the moving average circuit 98. The delay circuit 95 feeds
the delayed correlation value C to the multiplier 99.
[0071] The delay circuit 96 delays the signal from the
orthogonal demodulation section 55 by Tb representing
the length of the overlay part B in the P1 signal. The
signal thus delayed is sent to the multiplier 97.
[0072] The multiplier 97 multiplies the signal from the
frequency shifter 91 by the signal from the delay circuit
96. The result of the multiplication is forwarded to the
moving average circuit 98.
[0073] The moving average circuit 98 obtains a moving
average of the multiplication result fed from the multiplier
97. The resulting moving average is supplied as a cor-
relation value B to the multiplier 99.
[0074] The multiplier 99 multiplies the correlation value
C from the delay circuit 95 by the correlation value B from
the moving average circuit 98. The result of the multipli-
cation is sent as a correlation value to the maximum
searcher 73 (Fig. 6).
[0075] Fig. 8 is a schematic view explanatory of the
correlation values B and C before delay where the signal
input from the orthogonal demodulation section 55 is a
P1 signal with no spectrum inversion occurring therein.
Fig. 9 is a schematic view showing the correlation values
B and C after delay along with an output correlation value
where the case of Fig. 8 applies.
[0076] As shown in Fig. 8, if the signal input from the
orthogonal demodulation section 55 is a P1 signal with
no spectrum inversion occurring therein, then the P1 sig-
nal output from the delay circuit 92 is started at a starting
time of the real information part A in the P1 signal input
from the orthogonal demodulation section 55. The fre-
quency of the overlay parts C and B in the P1 signal
output from the delay circuit 92 becomes the same as
the frequency of the real information part A in the P1
signal input from the orthogonal demodulation section 55.
[0077] Also, the P1 signal output from the delay circuit
96 has the start position of its overlay part B coinciding
with the end position of the overlay part B in the P1 signal
input from the orthogonal demodulation section 55. The
frequency of the real information part A in the P1 signal
output from the delay circuit 96 becomes the same as
the frequency of the overlay parts C and B in the P1 signal
output from the frequency shifter 91.
[0078] As described above, the correlation value C in-
creases at a predetermined gradient over the length Tc
from the start position of the real information part A in the
P1 signal input from the orthogonal demodulation section
55, as shown in Fig. 8. The correlation value C then be-
comes constant over a length of Tr-Tc. Thereafter, the
correlation value C decreases at a predetermined gradi-
ent over the length Tc. The length Tr represents the
length of the real information part A.
[0079] Also as shown in Fig. 8, the correlation value B
increases at a predetermined gradient over a length Tb

from the start position of the overlay part B in the P1
signal input from the orthogonal demodulation section
55. The correlation value B then becomes constant over
a length Tr-Tb. Thereafter, the correlation value B de-
creases at a predetermined gradient over the length Tb.
[0080] When the correlation value C above is delayed
by the delay circuit 95, the timing for the correlation value
C to start increasing coincides with the same timing of
the correlation value B as shown in Fig. 9. Thus the cor-
relation value output from the correlator 71 starts increas-
ing over the length Tb, and increases at a predetermined
gradient over 2K (=Tc-Tb) as shown in Fig. 9. The cor-
relation value from the correlator 71 then becomes con-
stant over the length Tb, before decreasing over the
length Tb.
[0081] By contrast, where the P1 signal input from the
orthogonal demodulation section 55 is a P1 signal with
spectrum inversion occurring therein, even if the frequen-
cy shifter 91 lowers the frequency of the P1 signal by the
frequency fSH, the frequency of the overlay parts C and
B in the P1 signal still does not become the same as the
original frequency of the real information part A in that
P1 signal. As a result, the correlation value output from
the correlator 71 becomes smaller than the value in effect
in the setup of Fig. 9.

[Detailed composition example of the inverse correlator]

[0082] Fig. 10 is a block diagram showing a detailed
composition example of the inverse correlator 72.
[0083] The inverse correlator 72 in Fig. 10 is made up
of a frequency shifter 111, a delay circuit 112, a multiplier
113, a moving average circuit 114, a delay circuit 115, a
delay circuit 116, a multiplier 117, a moving average cir-
cuit 118, and a multiplier 119. The components of the
inverse correlator 72 are the same as those of the cor-
relator 71 in Fig. 7 except for the frequency shifter 111
replacing the frequency shifter 91 of the correlator 71.
The descriptions of the components common to the two
correlators will be omitted hereunder where redundant.
[0084] The frequency shifter 111 multiplies the signal
fed from the orthogonal demodulation section 55 in Fig.
5 and composed of the I and Q components by
ee-j2πfSH t , thereby raising the frequency of the signal
by the frequency fsH. With this multiplication performed,
if the signal coming from the orthogonal demodulation
section 55 is a P1 signal with spectrum inversion occur-
ring therein, then the frequency of the overlay parts C
and B in the P1 signal becomes the same as the original
frequency of the real information part A in that P1 signal.
As a result, the correlation value output from the inverse
correlator 72 takes the value indicated in Fig. 9.
[0085] The frequency shifter 111 sends a signal with
its frequency raised by the frequency fSH to the delay
circuit 112 and multiplier 117.
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[Another detailed composition example of the inverse 
correlator]

[0086] Fig. 11 is a block diagram showing another de-
tailed composition example of the inverse correlator 72.
[0087] Of the components of the structure shown in
Fig. 11, those also found in the setup of Fig. 10 are des-
ignated by like reference numerals, and their descriptions
will be omitted hereunder where redundant.
[0088] The composition of the inverse correlator 72 in
Fig. 11 differs from the structure in Fig. 10 mainly in that
a spectrum inverter 120 is added anew and that a fre-
quency shifter 121 is adopted to replace the frequency
shifter 111. The inverse correlator 72 in Fig. 11 performs
a spectrum inversion process on the signal fed from the
orthogonal demodulation section 55, and processes the
resulting signal in the same manner as the correlator 71.
[0089] More specifically, the spectrum inverter 120 of
the inverse correlator 72 in Fig. 11 performs the spectrum
inversion process on the signal supplied from the orthog-
onal demodulation section 55 and composed of the I and
Q components. The signal resulting from the spectrum
inversion process is sent to the multiplier 113, frequency
shifter 121, and delay circuit 116.
[0090] The frequency shifter 121 multiplies the signal
from the spectrum inverter 120 by e-j2πfSH t , thereby low-
ering the frequency of the signal by the frequency fsH.
With this multiplication carried out, if the signal coming
from the orthogonal demodulation section 55 is a P1 sig-
nal with spectrum inversion occurring therein, then the
frequency of the overlay parts C and B in the signal ob-
tained by performing the spectrum inversion process on
the P1 signal becomes the same as the original frequency
of the real information part A in the P1 signal. As a result,
the correlation value output from the inverse correlator
72 takes the value indicated in Fig. 9.
[0091] The frequency shifter 121 sends a signal with
its frequency lowered by the frequency fSH to the delay
circuit 112 and multiplier 117.

[Explanation of the maximum searcher]

[0092] Fig. 12 is a block diagram showing a detailed
composition example of the maximum searcher 73 in Fig.
6.
[0093] As shown in Fig. 12, the maximum searcher 73
is made up of a maximum value detection unit 151, an
inverse maximum value detection unit 152, a comparison
portion 153, a selection portion 154, and an output portion
155.
[0094] The maximum value detection unit 151 is con-
stituted by an absolute value computation portion 161, a
selection portion 162, a register 163, a comparison por-
tion 164, a comparison portion 165, and an AND circuit
166. The maximum value detection unit 151 detects a
maximum value of the correlation value fed from the cor-
relator 71 in Fig. 6 and composed of the I and Q compo-
nents.

[0095] The absolute value computation portion 161 ob-
tains an absolute value of the correlation value supplied
from the correlator 71 and composed of the I and Q com-
ponents. The absolute value thus acquired is sent to the
selection portion 162 and comparison portions 164 and
165.
[0096] Based on the P1 detection flag fed from the AND
circuit 166, the selection portion 162 selects one of two
absolute values: the absolute value supplied from the
absolute value computation portion 161, or the maximum
absolute value output from the register 163 and in effect
at present. The selection portion 162 feeds the selected
absolute value to the register 163.
[0097] The register 163 receives the absolute value
from the selection portion 162 and stores the received
value as the maximum absolute value at present. The
register 163 feeds the stored absolute value to the se-
lection portion 162 and comparison portions 164 and 153.
Also, the register 163 resets the retained absolute value
to zero in response to the enable flag output from the
decoding block 78 (Fig. 6).
[0098] The comparison portion 164 compares the ab-
solute value coming from the absolute value computation
portion 161 with the maximum absolute value in effect at
present and coming from the register 163. The result of
the comparison is sent from the comparison portion 164
to the AND circuit 166.
[0099] The comparison portion 165 compares the ab-
solute value from the absolute value computation portion
161 with an externally input threshold value, and supplies
the result of the comparison to the AND circuit 166. The
threshold value is placed beforehand in a memory, not
shown, illustratively within the P1 decoding process sec-
tion 57.
[0100] If the result of the comparison coming from the
comparison portion 164 indicates that the maximum val-
ue is equal to or larger than the maximum absolute value
in effect at present, and if the result of the comparison
from the comparison portion 165 indicates that the max-
imum value is equal to or larger than the threshold value,
then the AND circuit 166 outputs a High-level signal de-
noting the detection of the P1 signal as a P1 detection
flag. That is, where the absolute value is found to be the
maximum absolute value at present and equal to or larger
than the threshold value, the AND circuit 166 outputs a
High-level signal as the P1 detection flag.
[0101] Otherwise, the AND circuit 166 outputs a Low-
level signal indicating the absence of the P1 signal as
the P1 detection flag.
[0102] The inverse maximum value detection unit 152
is made up of an absolute value computation portion 171,
a selection portion 172, a register 173, comparison por-
tions 174 and 175, and an AND circuit 176. The inverse
maximum value detection unit 152 detects a maximum
value of the correlation value fed from the inverse corre-
lator 72 and composed of the I and Q components.
[0103] The inverse maximum value detection unit 152
is the same as the maximum value detection unit 151 in
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terms of composition and functionality except that what
is targeted to be processed is the correlation value sup-
plied from the inverse correlator 72. For that reason, the
inverse maximum value detection unit 152 will not be
discussed further.
[0104] The comparison portion 153 compares the ab-
solute value supplied from the register 163 of the maxi-
mum value detection unit 151, with the absolute value
from the register 173 of the inverse maximum value de-
tection unit 152.
[0105] If the absolute value from the register 163 is
found to be larger than the absolute value from the reg-
ister 173 as a result of the comparison, the comparison
portion 153 outputs a spectrum inversion detection signal
indicating the absence of spectrum inversion to the se-
lection portion 154 and output portion 155. If the absolute
value from the register 173 is found larger than the ab-
solute value from the register 163, then the comparison
portion 153 outputs a spectrum inversion detection signal
indicating the occurrence of spectrum inversion to the
selection portion 154 and output portion 155.
[0106] In accordance with the spectrum inversion de-
tection signal fed from the comparison portion 153, the
selection portion 154 selects one of two flags: a P1 de-
tection flag from the AND circuit 166 of the maximum
value detection unit 151, or a P1 detection flag from the
AND circuit 176 of the inverse maximum value detection
unit 152. The selection portion 154 supplies the selected
P1 detection flag to the output portion 155 and FFT com-
putation block 76 (Fig. 6).
[0107] In keeping with the level of the P1 detection flag
coming from the selection portion 154, the output portion
155 outputs the spectrum inversion detection signal fed
from the comparison portion 153 to the selector 75 (Fig.
6) and selector 59 (Fig. 5). More specifically, if the P1
detection flag is found to be High, i.e., if the P1 signal is
found detected, the output portion 155 outputs the spec-
trum inversion detection signal. That is, the spectrum in-
version detection signal output from the output portion
155 is a signal that indicates the occurrence or absence
of the spectrum inversion to be detected using the P1
signal.

[Explanation of the process of the reception system]

[0108] Figs. 13 and 14 are flowcharts explanatory of
the P1 decoding process performed by the reception sys-
tem 50 in Fig. 5.
[0109] In step S31, the local oscillators 53 and 56 in
Fig. 5 select the bandwidth BW. In step S32, the local
oscillator 53 selects the center frequency FNC. In step
S33, the frequency conversion section 52 multiplies the
RF signal received via the antenna 51 by the carrier hav-
ing the oscillation frequency (FNC + BW) supplied by the
local oscillator 53, thereby converting the RF signal into
an IF signal having the center frequency FNC. The fre-
quency conversion section 52 sends the IF signal thus
acquired to the A/D conversion section 54.

[0110] In step S34, the A/D conversion section 54 per-
forms A/D conversion of the IF signal coming from the
frequency conversion section 52. The resulting IF signal
in digital form is forwarded from the A/D conversion sec-
tion 54 to the orthogonal demodulation section 55.
[0111] In step S35, the orthogonal demodulation sec-
tion 55 orthogonally demodulates the IF signal from the
A/D conversion section 54 using the carrier supplied from
the local oscillator 56. The orthogonal demodulation sec-
tion 55 sends the signal resulting from the orthogonal
demodulation and composed of the I and Q components
to the P1 decoding process section 57, spectrum inverter
58, and selector 59.
[0112] In step S36, the spectrum inverter 74 (Fig. 6)
of the P1 decoding process section 57 performs a spec-
trum inversion process on the signal fed from the orthog-
onal demodulation section 55 and composed of the I and
Q components.
[0113] In step S37, the correlator 71 (Fig. 6) obtains a
correlation value of the signal fed from the orthogonal
demodulation section 55 and composed of the I and Q
components on the assumption that spectrum inversion
has not occurred in the signal. The correlator 71 sends
the correlation value thus acquired to the maximum
searcher 73. Also, the inverse correlator 72 acquires a
correlation value of the signal supplied form the orthog-
onal demodulation section 55 and composed of the I and
Q components on the assumption that spectrum inver-
sion has occurred in the signal. The inverse correlator
72 forwards the correlation value thus obtained to the
maximum searcher 73.
[0114] In step S38, the maximum searcher 73 carries
out a P1 signal detection process and a spectrum inver-
sion detection process. The P1 signal detection process
and spectrum inversion detection process will be dis-
cussed later in more detail by reference to Fig. 15.
[0115] In step S39, the selector 75 checks to determine
whether spectrum inversion has occurred using the spec-
trum inversion detection signal fed from the maximum
searcher 73 as a result of the P1 signal detection process
and spectrum inversion detection process in step S38.
[0116] If in step S39 spectrum inversion is found to
have occurred, i.e., if the spectrum inversion detection
signal indicates the occurrence of spectrum inversion,
then control is passed on to step S40. In step S40, the
selector 75 selects the signal on which the spectrum in-
version process is performed by the spectrum inverter
74 and outputs the selected signal to the FFT computa-
tion block 76. From step S40, control is passed on to step
S42.
[0117] If in step S39 spectrum inversion is not found
to have occurred, i.e., if the spectrum inversion detection
signal indicates the absence of spectrum inversion, then
control is passed on to step S41. In step S41, the selector
75 selectively outputs to the FFT computation block 76
the signal which has yet to undergo the spectrum inver-
sion process and which is supplied from the orthogonal
demodulation section 55. From step S41, control is
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passed on to step S42.
[0118] In step S42, the FFT computation block 76
checks to determine whether the P1 detection flag fed
from the maximum searcher 73 as the result of the P1
signal detection process and spectrum inversion detec-
tion process in step S38 is High. If in step S42 the P1
detection flag is found to be High, then step S43 is
reached. In step S43, the FFT computation block 76 sets
to 0 the number N to be attached to the signal supplied
from the selector 75. That is, the FFT computation block
76 resets the FFT computation process. From step S43,
control is passed on to step S46.
[0119] If in step S42 the P1 detection flag is not found
to be High, i.e., if the P1 detection flag is found Low, then
control is passed on to step S44.
[0120] In step S44, the FFT computation block 76
checks to determine whether the number N is being set.
If the number N is not found to be set, then control is
returned to step S38. Steps S38 through S42 and step
S44 are repeated until the P1 detection flag is found to
be High.
[0121] If in step S44 the number N is found to be set,
then step S45 is reached. In step S45, the FFT compu-
tation block 76 increments the number N by 1 and goes
to step S46.
[0122] In step s46, the FFT computation block 76
checks to determine whether the number N is 1,023. If
in step S46 the number N is not found to be 1,023, then
control is returned to step S38. Steps S38 through S46
are then repeated until the number N becomes 1,023.
[0123] As described, if the level of the P1 detection
flag becomes High before the number N reaches 1,023,
then the FFT computation block 76 resets the FFT com-
putation process. As a result, even if the P1 signal is
transmitted in a multipath environment where pre-echo
exists, the dominant wave of the P1 signal can be sub-
jected to FFT computation.
[0124] If in step S46 the number N is found to be 1,023,
then step S47 in Fig. 14 is reached. In step S47, the FFT
computation block 76 performs FFT computation of the
signals with the numbers ranging from 0 to 1,023. The
resulting 1,024 data signals are forwarded from the FFT
computation block 76 to the CDS correlator 77. Also, the
FFT computation block 76 supplies a symbol start signal
to the CDS correlator 77.
[0125] In step S48, the CDS correlator 77 extracts 384
data signals from the 1,024 data signals fed from the FFT
computation block 76, by reference to the effective carrier
numbers stored in the internal memory. The CDS corre-
lator 77 sends the extracted 384 data signals to the de-
coding block 78.
[0126] In step S49, the CDS correlator 77 obtains a
correlation value of the 1,024 data signals coming from
the FFT computation block 76.
[0127] In step S50, the CDS correlator 77 checks to
determine whether a peak of the correlation value is de-
tected. If the peak of the correlation value is found to be
detected, then control is passed on to step S51.

[0128] In step S51, the CDS correlator 77 detects the
maximum unit offset amount Foffset based on the peak of
the correlation value. The detected offset amount is sent
from the CDS correlator 77 to the local oscillator 53.
[0129] In step S52, the local oscillator 53 changes the
center frequency FNC to FNC+Foffset using the maximum
unit offset amount Foffset. This step thus corrects the car-
rier-by-carrier frequency error of the DVB-T2 signal.
[0130] In step S53, the decoding block 78 performs
decoding and DBPSK demodulation of the 384 data sig-
nals fed from the CDS correlator 77. The decoding block
78 also extracts the S1 and S2 signals from the received
signals.
[0131] In step S54, the decoding block 78 outputs the
S1 and S2 signals as well as an enable flag. In response
to the enable flag, the registers 163 and 173 (Fig. 12) of
the maximum searcher 73 are reset to 0. Also, the S1
and S2 signals output in step S54 are used by the data
decoding process section 60. From step S54, control is
passed on to step S55.
[0132] If in step S50 the peak of the correlation value
is not found to be detected, then control is passed on to
step S55.
[0133] In step S55, the maximum searcher 73 checks
to determine whether the reception via the antenna 51
is terminated, i.e., whether the correlation values have
stopped being input from the correlator 71 and inverse
correlator 72. If in step S55 the reception via the antenna
51 is not found to be terminated, then control is returned
to step S38 in Fig. 13. Steps S38 through S55 are re-
peated until the reception via the antenna 51 has come
to an end.
[0134] If in step S55 the reception via the antenna 51
is found to be terminated, then the process is brought to
an end.
[0135] Fig. 15 is a flowchart explanatory of the P1 sig-
nal detection process and spectrum inversion detection
process carried out in step S38 of Fig. 13.
[0136] In step S61, the maximum value detection unit
151 (Fig. 12) of the maximum searcher 73 performs a
maximum value detection process that detects a maxi-
mum value of the correlation value fed from the correlator
71. Also, the inverse maximum value detection unit 152
performs an inverse maximum value detection process
that detects a maximum value of the correlation value
supplied from the inverse correlator 72.
[0137] The maximum value detection process will be
explained later in more detail by reference to Fig. 16. The
inverse maximum value detection process is the same
as the maximum value detection process except that the
correlation value targeted to be processed is supplied
not from the correlator 71 but from the inverse correlator
72. For that reason, detailed descriptions of the inverse
maximum value detection process will be omitted here-
under where redundant.
[0138] In step S62, the comparison portion 153 com-
pares the maximum value fed from the maximum value
detection unit 151 following the maximum value detection
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process in step S61 with the maximum value supplied
from the inverse maximum value detection unit 152 fol-
lowing the inverse maximum value detection process in
step S61.
[0139] In step S63, the comparison portion 164 checks
to determine whether the maximum value from the in-
verse maximum value detection unit 152 is equal to or
larger than the maximum value from the maximum value
detection unit 151.
[0140] If in step S63 the maximum value from the in-
verse maximum value detection unit 152 is found to be
equal to or larger than the maximum value from the max-
imum value detection unit 151, then control is passed on
to step S64. In step S64, the comparison portion 164
outputs the spectrum inversion detection signal indicat-
ing the occurrence of spectrum inversion to the selection
portion 154 and output portion 155. From step S64, con-
trol is passed on to step S66.
[0141] If in step S63 the maximum value from the in-
verse maximum value detection unit 152 is found to be
smaller than the maximum value from the maximum val-
ue detection unit 151, then control is passed on to step
S65. In step S65, the comparison portion 164 outputs
the spectrum inversion detection signal indicating the ab-
sence of spectrum inversion to the selection portion 154
and output portion 155. From step S65, control is passed
on to step S66.
[0142] In step S66, the selection portion 154 checks
to determine whether spectrum inversion has occurred
in accordance with the spectrum inversion detection sig-
nal supplied from the comparison portion 153. If in step
S66 spectrum inversion is found to have occurred, i.e.,
if the spectrum inversion detection signal indicates the
occurrence of spectrum inversion, then control is passed
on to step S67.
[0143] In step S67, the selection portion 154 selects
the P1 detection flag supplied from the inverse maximum
value detection unit 152 following the inverse maximum
value detection process, and outputs the selected P1 de-
tection flag to the output portion 155 and FFT computa-
tion block 76. From step S67, control is passed on to step
S69.
[0144] If in step S66 spectrum inversion is not found
to have occurred, i.e., if the spectrum inversion detection
signal indicates the absence of spectrum inversion, then
control is passed on to step S68.
[0145] In step S68, the selection portion 154 selects
the P1 detection flag fed from the maximum value detec-
tion unit 151 following the maximum value detection proc-
ess, and outputs the selected P1 detection flag to the
output portion 155 and FFT computation block 76. From
step S68, control is passed on to step S69.
[0146] In step S69, the output portion 155 checks to
determine whether the level of the P1 signal coming from
the selection portion 154 is High. If in step S69 the level
of the P1 signal is found to be High, then control is passed
on to step S70.
[0147] In step S70, the output portion 155 outputs the

spectrum inversion detection signal supplied from the
comparison portion 153 to the selector 75 (Fig. 6) and
selector 59 (Fig. 5).
[0148] If the spectrum inversion detection signal indi-
cates the occurrence of spectrum inversion, the selectors
75 and 59 selectively output the signal on which the spec-
trum inversion process is performed. If the spectrum in-
version detection signal indicates the absence of spec-
trum inversion, then the selectors 75 and 59 selectively
output the signal on which the spectrum inversion proc-
ess has yet to be carried out.
[0149] As a result, where the spectrum inversion de-
tection signal indicates the occurrence of spectrum in-
version, the P1 signal having undergone the spectrum
inversion process downstream of the selector 75 in the
P1 decoding process section 57 is demodulated; the data
decoding process section 60 demodulates the P2 and
data signals on which the spectrum inversion process
was performed. Where the spectrum inversion detection
signal indicates the absence of spectrum inversion, the
P1 signal yet to undergo the spectrum inversion process
downstream of the selector 75 is demodulated; the data
decoding process section 60 demodulates the P2 and
data signals on which the spectrum inversion process
has yet to be carried out.
[0150] That is, if the received DVB-T2 signal is found
to have spectrum inversion occurring therein in the re-
ception system 50, then the DVB-T2 signal is subjected
to the spectrum inversion process before being demod-
ulated. If the received DVB-T2 signal is found to have no
spectrum inversion occurring therein, the signal is de-
modulated as is. In this manner, the reception system 50
allows the received DVB-T2 signal to be correctly de-
modulated even if spectrum inversion occurs in that sig-
nal.
[0151] After step S70 is carried out, or if in step S69
the P1 signal is found to be not High but Low, control is
returned to step S38 in Fig. 13. From step S38, control
is passed on to step S39.
[0152] Fig. 16 is a flowchart explanatory of the maxi-
mum value detection process carried out by the maxi-
mum value detection unit 151 in step S61 of Fig. 15.
[0153] In step S71, the absolute value computation
portion 161 obtains an absolute value of the correlation
value fed from the correlator 71 and composed of the I
and Q components. The absolute value computation por-
tion 161 feeds the absolute value thus acquired to the
selection portion 162 and comparison portions 164 and
165.
[0154] In step S72, the comparison portion 164 com-
pares the absolute value coming from the absolute value
computation portion 161 with the maximum absolute val-
ue at present supplied from the register 163. The result
of the comparison is sent from the comparison portion
164 to the AND circuit 166.
[0155] In step S73, the comparison portion 165 com-
pares the absolute value from the absolute value com-
putation portion 161 with an externally input threshold
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value. The comparison portion 165 sends the result of
the comparison to the AND circuit 166.
[0156] In step S74, the AND circuit 166 checks to de-
termine whether the absolute value is equal to or larger
than the maximum absolute value at present and whether
the absolute value is equal to or larger than the threshold
value, on the basis of the results of the comparisons com-
ing from the comparison portions 164 and 165.
[0157] If the absolute value is found to be equal to or
larger than the maximum absolute value at present and
if the absolute value is also found equal to or larger than
the threshold value in step S74, then control is passed
on to step S75. In step S75, the AND circuit 166 outputs
a High-level signal as the P1 detection flag to the selec-
tion portion 154. If the spectrum inversion detection sig-
nal indicates the absence of spectrum inversion, this P1
detection flag is selected by the selection portion 154.
[0158] In step S76, the selection portion 162 selects
the absolute value supplied from the absolute value com-
putation portion 161 and sends the selected absolute val-
ue to the register 163. From step S76, control is passed
on to step S79.
[0159] If the absolute value is found to be smaller than
the maximum absolute value at present or if the absolute
value is found smaller than the threshold value in step
S74, then control is passed on to step S77. In step S77,
the AND circuit 166 outputs a Low-level signal as the P1
detection flag to the selection portion 154. If the spectrum
inversion detection signal indicates the absence of spec-
trum inversion, this P1 detection flag is selectively output
by the selection portion 154.
[0160] In step S78, the selection portion 162 selects
the maximum absolute value at present supplied from
the register 163 and feeds the selected absolute value
to the register 163. From step S78, control is passed on
to step S79.
[0161] In step S79, the register 163 stores the absolute
value from the selection portion 162 as the maximum
absolute value at present. This absolute value is sent to
the selection portion 162 and comparison portion 164.
[0162] As described above, the reception system 50
detects the occurrence or absence of spectrum inversion
using the P1 signal. If spectrum inversion is detected to
have occurred, the received signal having undergone the
spectrum inversion process is demodulated. If spectrum
inversion is detected to be absent, then the received sig-
nal yet to undergo the spectrum inversion process is de-
modulated. Thus the P1 signal is correctly demodulated
so that the S1 and S2 signals necessary for frame de-
modulation can be obtained. Also, the P2 and data sig-
nals are correctly demodulated using the S1 and S2 sig-
nals and based on the detected occurrence or absence
of spectrum inversion.
[0163] Furthermore, the reception system 50 calcu-
lates correlation values of the DVB-T2 signal and detects
from these values the maximum correlation value in ab-
solute terms at present. Every time such a maximum val-
ue is detected, the FFT computation process for the DVB-

T2 signal is reset. This makes it possible to detect the
P1 signal on the assumption that the position where the
correlation value is the largest in the DVB-T2 signal is
the position at which the P1 signal is to be detected.

[Another detailed composition example of the maximum 
searcher]

[0164] Fig. 17 is a block diagram showing another de-
tailed composition example of the maximum searcher 73.
[0165] The maximum searcher 73 in Fig. 17 is made
up of absolute value computation portions 161 and 162,
a comparison portion 201, a selection portion 202, a reg-
ister 203, comparison portions 204 and 205, an AND cir-
cuit 206, and an output portion 155.
[0166] Of the components shown in Fig. 17, those also
found in Fig. 12 are designated by like reference numer-
als, and their descriptions will be omitted hereunder
where redundant.
[0167] The maximum searcher 73 in Fig. 17 detects
the largest of the correlation values output from both the
correlator 71 and the inverse correlator 72, and outputs
a P1 detection flag.
[0168] More specifically, the comparison portion 201
compares the absolute value of the correlation value
coming from the correlator 71 via the absolute value com-
putation portion 161, with the absolute value of the cor-
relation value sent from the inverse correlator 72 via the
absolute value computation portion 171.
[0169] If the absolute value of the correlation value
from the inverse correlator 72 is found equal to or larger
than the absolute value of the correlation value from the
correlator 71 as a result of the comparison, then the com-
parison portion 201 outputs to the output portion 155 the
spectrum inversion detection signal indicating the occur-
rence of spectrum inversion. At this point, the comparison
portion 201 outputs to the selection portion 202 the ab-
solute value of the correlation value supplied from the
inverse correlator 72.
[0170] By contrast, if the absolute value of the corre-
lation value from the inverse correlator 72 is found smaller
than the absolute value of the correlation value from the
correlator 71, then the comparison portion 201 outputs
to the output portion 155 the spectrum inversion detection
signal indicating the absence of spectrum inversion. At
this point, the comparison portion 201 outputs to the se-
lection portion 202 the absolute value of the correlation
value fed from the correlator 71.
[0171] The selection portion 202 selects either the ab-
solute value supplied from the comparison portion 201
or the maximum absolute value at present output from
the register 203, in keeping with the P1 detection flag
coming from the AND circuit 206. The selection portion
202 feeds the selected absolute value to the register 203.
[0172] The register 203 stores the absolute value sent
from the selection portion 202 as the maximum absolute
value in effect at present. The register 203 also sends
the retained absolute value to the selection portion 202
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and comparison portion 204. Furthermore, the register
203 resets the retained absolute value to 0 in response
to the enable flag output from the decoding block 78 (Fig.
6).
[0173] The comparison portion 204 compares the ab-
solute value fed from the comparison portion 201 with
the maximum absolute value at present supplied from
the register 203. The result of the comparison is sent
from the comparison portion 204 to the AND circuit 206.
[0174] The comparison portion 205 compares the ab-
solute value from the comparison portion 201 with an
externally input threshold value. The result of the com-
parison is sent from the comparison portion 205 to the
AND circuit 206. The threshold value is kept beforehand
illustratively in a memory, not shown, within the P1 de-
coding process section 57.
[0175] If the result of the comparison coming from the
comparison portion 204 indicates that the absolute value
is equal to or larger than the maximum absolute value at
present and if the result of the comparison from the com-
parison portion 205 shows that the absolute value is
equal to or larger than the threshold value, then the AND
circuit 206 outputs a High-level signal as the P1 detection
flag to the output portion 155 and FFT computation block
76 (Fig. 6). Otherwise, the AND circuit 206 outputs a Low-
level signal as the P1 detection flag to the output portion
155 and FFT computation block 76.

<Second embodiment>

[0176] Fig. 18 is a block diagram showing a configu-
ration example of a reception system as the second em-
bodiment of the present invention.
[0177] Of the components shown in Fig. 18, those also
found in Fig. 5 are designated by like reference numerals,
and their descriptions will be omitted hereunder where
redundant.
[0178] The configuration of the reception system 250
in Fig. 18 is substantially the same as the configuration
in Fig. 5 except that a P1 decoding process section 251
is installed to replace the P1 decoding process section
57. The reception system 250 utilizes a single correlator
for detecting the occurrence or absence of spectrum in-
version.
[0179] More specifically, the P1 decoding process sec-
tion 251 performs on a time-sharing basis two processes:
an inversion-present P1 detection process for detecting
the P1 signal on the assumption that the signal fed from
the orthogonal demodulation section 55 has spectrum
inversion occurring therein, and an inversion-absent P1
detection process for detecting the P1 signal on the as-
sumption that the signal coming from the orthogonal de-
modulation section 55 has no spectrum inversion occur-
ring therein.
[0180] When performing the inversion-present P1 de-
tection process, the P1 decoding process section 251
generates a spectrum inversion detection signal indicat-
ing the occurrence of spectrum inversion. When carrying

out the inversion-absent P1 detection process, the P1
decoding process section 251 proceeds with a spectrum
inversion detection process for generating a spectrum
inversion detection signal indicating the absence of spec-
trum inversion. Upon detection of the P1 signal, the P1
decoding process section 251 sends the spectrum inver-
sion detection signal to the selector 59. Also, the P1 de-
coding process section 251 decodes the detected P1 sig-
nal into S1 and S2 signals and supplies these resulting
signals to the data decoding process section 60.

[Detailed composition example of the P1 decoding proc-
ess section]

[0181] Fig. 19 is a block diagram showing a detailed
composition example of the P1 decoding process section
251 included in Fig. 18.
[0182] Of the components shown in Fig. 19, those also
found in Fig. 6 are designated by like reference numerals,
and their descriptions will be omitted hereunder where
redundant.
[0183] The structure of the P1 decoding process sec-
tion 251 in Fig. 19 is substantially the same as the struc-
ture in Fig. 6 except that a single correlator 261 is installed
to replace the correlator 71 and inverse correlator 72 and
that a maximum searcher 262 is adopted to replace the
maximum searcher 73.
[0184] The correlator 261 of the P1 decoding process
section 251 obtains the correlation value of the signal
supplied from the orthogonal demodulation section 55 in
Fig. 18 in accordance with a switching flag which comes
from the maximum searcher 262 and which indicates
switching from the inversion-present P1 detection proc-
ess to the inversion-absent P1 detection process or vice
versa.
[0185] More specifically, if the switching flag indicates
switching to the inversion-present P1 detection process,
the correlator 261 obtains the correlation value of the
signal fed from the orthogonal demodulation section 55
on the assumption that the signal has spectrum inversion
occurring therein. Conversely, if the switching flag indi-
cates switching to the inversion-absent P1 detection
process, the correlator 261 acquires the correlation value
of the signal supplied from the orthogonal demodulation
section 55 on the assumption that the signal has no spec-
trum inversion occurring therein. The correlator 261
sends the correlation value thus obtained to the maxi-
mum searcher 262. The correlator 261 will be discussed
later in more detail by reference to Fig. 20.
[0186] The maximum searcher 262 detects the P1 sig-
nal using the correlation value fed from the correlator
261, and detects the occurrence or absence of spectrum
inversion. The maximum searcher 262 then sends a P1
detection flag to the FFT computation block 76 and a
spectrum inversion detection signal to the selector 75
and selector 59 (Fig. 18). Also, the maximum searcher
262 feeds the switching flag to the correlator 261 in keep-
ing with the P1 detection flag. The maximum searcher
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262 will be discussed later in more detail by reference to
Fig. 21.

[Detailed composition example of the correlator]

[0187] Fig. 20 is a block diagram showing a detailed
composition example of the correlator 261 included in
Fig. 19.
[0188] Of the components making up the structure of
Fig. 20, those also found in the setup of Fig. 7 are des-
ignated by like reference numerals, and their descriptions
will be omitted hereunder where redundant.
[0189] The correlator 261 in Fig. 20 is substantially the
same in structure as the correlator in Fig. 7 except that
a selection portion 272 is added anew and that a frequen-
cy shifter 271 is installed to replace the frequency shifter
91.
[0190] The frequency shifter 271 multiplies the signal
from the orthogonal demodulation section 55 in Fig. 18
by e-j2πfSH t or ej2πfSH t supplied from the selection portion
272, thereby shifting the frequency of the signal by a fre-
quency of fSH. The frequency shifter 271 sends the signal
with its frequency shifted by the frequency fSH to the delay
circuit 92 and multiplier 97.
[0191] In accordance with the switching flag coming
from the maximum searcher 262, the selection portion
272 selects either e-j2πfSH t or ej2πfSH t and supplies what
is selected to the frequency shifter 271. More specifically,
if the switching flag indicates switching to the inversion-
absent P1 detection process, the selection portion 272
feeds e-j2πfSH t to the frequency shifter 271. If the switch-
ing flag indicates switching to the inversion-present P1
detection process, then the selection portion 272 sup-
plies ej2πfSHt to the frequency shifter 271.

[Detailed composition example of the maximum search-
er]

[0192] Fig. 21 is a block diagram showing a detailed
composition example of the maximum searcher 262 in-
cluded in Fig. 19.
[0193] Of the components making up the structure of
Fig. 21, those also found in Fig. 17 are designated by
like reference numerals, and their descriptions will be
omitted hereunder where redundant.
[0194] The composition of the maximum searcher 262
in Fig. 21 is substantially the same as the setup in Fig.
17 except that a single absolute value computation por-
tion 281 is installed to replace the absolute value com-
putation portions 161 and 171 and the comparison por-
tion 201 and that a switching portion 282 is added anew.
[0195] The absolute value computation portion 281 ob-
tains the absolute value of the correlation value fed from
the correlator 261 (Fig. 20) and composed of the I and
Q components. The absolute value thus acquired is sent
from the absolute value computation portion 281 to the
selection portion 202 and comparison portions 204 and
205.

[0196] The switching portion 282 outputs a switching
flag to the correlator 261 using the P1 detection flag out-
put from the AND circuit 206. More specifically, if the P1
detection flag is not output within a predetermined time
period from the AND circuit 206, the switching portion
282 determines that the occurrence or absence of spec-
trum inversion is falsely detected by the inversion-
present P1 detection process or by the inversion-absent
P1 detection process being currently carried out, and out-
puts a switching flag for switching to the other process
to the correlator 261.
[0197] If the level of the P1 detection flag is found to
be High, then the switching portion 282 detects the oc-
currence or absence of spectrum inversion correspond-
ing to the process pointed to by the switching flag. The
switching portion 282 proceeds to output a spectrum in-
version detection signal to the selector 75 (Fig. 19) and
selector 59 (Fig. 18).
[0198] That is, if the level of the P1 detection flag is
found to be High and if the correlation value is acquired
by the correlator 261 on the assumption that spectrum
inversion has occurred in the signal supplied from the
orthogonal demodulation section 55, the switching por-
tion 282 outputs the spectrum inversion detection signal
indicating the occurrence of spectrum inversion. If the
level of the P1 detection flag is found to be High and if
the correlation value is obtained by the correlator 261 on
the assumption that spectrum inversion has not occurred
in the signal fed from the orthogonal demodulation sec-
tion 55, then the switching portion 282 outputs the spec-
trum inversion detection signal indicating the absence of
spectrum inversion.
[0199] As described, if the P1 detection flag is not out-
put at least for a predetermined time period, then the
reception system 250 determines that the occurrence or
absence of spectrum inversion is falsely detected. How-
ever, this method of determination is not limitative of the
present invention. Alternatively, the occurrence or ab-
sence of spectrum inversion may be determined to be
falsely detected if the values of the S1 and S2 signals of
the T2 frame output from the decoding block 78 (Fig. 19)
are not constant and are thus indicative of the P1 signal
being incorrectly decoded.
[0200] Also as described, if the occurrence or absence
of spectrum inversion is found to be falsely detected, the
reception system 250 causes the frequency shifter 271
to change the direction of frequency shift. Alternatively,
the frequency shifter 271 may be arranged to shift the
direction of frequency shift at predetermined time inter-
vals. In this case, the maximum searcher 262 may obtain
the largest value of the correlation values in effect as the
frequency is shifted in each of the different directions,
compare the maximum correlation values thus obtained,
and output the spectrum inversion detection signal and
P1 detection flag corresponding to the largest value of
the correlation values.
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<Third embodiment>

[Configuration example of the reception system as the 
third embodiment]

[0201] Fig. 22 is a block diagram showing a configu-
ration example of a reception system as the third embod-
iment of the present invention.
[0202] Of the components making up the configuration
in Fig. 22, those also found in Fig. 5 are designated by
like reference numerals, and their descriptions will be
omitted hereunder where redundant.
[0203] The configuration of the reception system 290
in Fig. 22 is substantially the same as the configuration
in Fig. 5 except that a recording control section 291 and
a recording section 292 are installed to replace the output
section 61. The reception system 290 records broadcast
signals without outputting images or sounds correspond-
ing to the signals.
[0204] More specifically, the recording control section
291 causes the recording section 292 to record the broad-
cast signal output from the data decoding process section
60. The recording section 292 is composed of a hard disk
or of removable media such as magnetic disks, optical
disks, magneto-optical disks, or semiconductor memory.
[0205] Although not shown, the output section 61 of
the reception system 250 in Fig. 18 may be replaced by
the recording control section 291 and recording section
292.
[0206] The above-mentioned broadcast signal may be
an IP-TV broadcast signal. In such a case, the transmis-
sion system 10 and reception system 50 (250, 290) have
a network interface set up for DVB-T2 signal transmission
and reception, and utilize the Internet as their transmis-
sion channel. The broadcast signal may also be a CATV
broadcast signal. In this case, the transmission system
10 and reception system 50 (250, 290) are furnished with
terminals connecting to the cable for DVB-T2 signal
transmission and reception, and utilize the cable as their
transmission channel.
[0207] In the foregoing description, the spectrum in-
verter 58 was shown always to perform the spectrum
inversion process regardless of the occurrence or ab-
sence of spectrum inversion being detected. Alternative-
ly, the spectrum inverter 58 may be arranged to carry out
the spectrum inversion process only when the occur-
rence of spectrum inversion is detected.
[0208] In that case, the spectrum inversion detection
signal is input from the P1 decoding process section 57
to the spectrum inverter 58. If the spectrum inversion
detection signal indicates the occurrence of spectrum in-
version, the spectrum inverter 58 performs the spectrum
inversion process. If the spectrum inversion detection
signal indicates the absence of spectrum inversion, then
the spectrum inverter 58 does not carry out the spectrum
inversion process. Also, the selector 59 is not installed.
The spectrum inverter 58 supplies the data decoding
process section 60 with the resulting signal composed

of the I and Q components.
[0209] The series of the steps and processes de-
scribed above may be executed either by hardware or
by software.
[0210] In such cases, a personal computer such as
one shown in Fig. 23 may be used at least as part of the
aforementioned reception system.
[0211] In Fig. 23, a CPU (central processing unit) 301
performs various processes in accordance with the pro-
grams recorded in a ROM (read only memory) 302 or
with the programs loaded from a storage unit 308 into a
RAM (random access memory) 303. The RAM 303 may
also accommodate data needed by the CPU 301 in car-
rying out its diverse processing.
[0212] The CPU 301, ROM 302, and RAM 303 are
interconnected by a bus 304. An input/output interface
305 is also connected to the bus 304.
[0213] The input/output interface 305 is connected
with an input unit 306 typically made up of a keyboard
and a mouse, with an output unit 307 composed illustra-
tively of a display, with a storage unit 308 typically con-
stituted by a hard disk, and with a communication unit
309 generally formed by a modem and a terminal adapt-
er. The communication unit 309 controls communica-
tions conducted with other devices (not shown) via net-
works including the Internet.
[0214] A drive 310 is also connected as needed to the
input/output interface 305. Removable media 311 such
as magnetic disks, optical disks, magneto-optical disks
or semiconductor memory may be loaded into the drive
310. The computer programs retrieved from the loaded
removable medium may be installed as needed into the
storage unit 308.
[0215] Where the series of the processes above are
to be executed by software, the programs constituting
the software may be either retrieved from dedicated hard-
ware of the computer in use or installed over networks
or from a suitable recording medium into a general-pur-
pose computer or like equipment capable of executing
diverse functions based on the installed programs.
[0216] As shown in Fig. 23, the recording media that
hold these programs are distributed to users not only as
the removable media (package media) 311 apart from
their apparatuses and constituted by magnetic disks (in-
cluding floppy disks), optical disks (including CD-ROM
(compact disk-read only memory), DVD (digital versatile
disk) and Blu-ray disk), magneto-optical disks (including
MD (Mini-disk)), or semiconductor memories, the media
carrying the programs offered to the users; but also in
the form of the ROM 302 or the hard disk drive in the
storage unit 308, the medium accommodating the pro-
grams and incorporated beforehand in the users’ appa-
ratuses.
[0217] In this specification, the steps describing the
programs recorded on the recording medium represent
not only the processes that are to be carried out in the
depicted sequence (i.e., on a time series basis) but also
processes that may be performed parallelly or individu-
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ally and not necessarily chronologically.
[0218] The present application contains subject matter
related to that disclosed in Japanese Priority Patent Ap-
plication JP 2009-283758 filed in the Japan Patent Office
on December 15, 2009, the entire content of which is
hereby incorporated by reference.
[0219] It should be understood by those skilled in the
art that various modifications, combinations, sub-combi-
nations and alternations may occur depending on design
requirements and other factors insofar as they are within
the scope of the appended claims or the equivalent there-
of.

Claims

1. A reception apparatus comprising:

spectrum inversion detection means for detect-
ing the occurrence or absence of spectrum in-
version in a received signal complying with the
Digital Video Broadcasting-Terrestrial 2 stand-
ard known as DVB-T2, using a P1 signal con-
stituting said received signal;
spectrum inversion means for performing a
spectrum inversion process on said received
signal if the occurrence of said spectrum inver-
sion is detected at least by said spectrum inver-
sion detection means; and
demodulation means for demodulating said re-
ceived signal having undergone said spectrum
inversion process if the occurrence of said spec-
trum inversion is detected by said spectrum in-
version detection means, said demodulation
means further demodulating said received sig-
nal yet to undergo said spectrum inversion proc-
ess if the absence of said spectrum inversion is
detected by said spectrum inversion detection
means.

2. The reception apparatus according to claim 1,
wherein said spectrum inversion means always per-
forms said spectrum inversion process on said re-
ceived signal regardless of the occurrence or ab-
sence of said spectrum inversion being detected.

3. The reception apparatus according to claim 1 or 2,
further comprising:

correlation means for obtaining a correlation val-
ue between said received signal and a signal
acquired by shifting the frequency of said re-
ceived signal by a frequency difference between
a real information part constituting said P1 signal
and an overlay part overlaid with said real infor-
mation part, on the assumption that said spec-
trum inversion has not occurred in said received
signal; and

inverse correlation means for obtaining a corre-
lation value between said received signal and a
signal acquired by shifting the frequency of said
received signal by said frequency difference on
the assumption that said spectrum inversion has
occurred in said received signal,
wherein, if said received signal is said P1 signal,
then said spectrum inversion detection means
detects the occurrence or absence of said spec-
trum inversion based on a result of comparing
a maximum absolute value of said correlation
value acquired by said correlation means, with
a maximum absolute value of said correlation
value obtained by said inverse correlation
means.

4. The reception apparatus according to claim 3, further
comprising
P1 detection means for detecting that said received
signal is said P1 signal if the larger of the two absolute
correlation values obtained by said correlation
means and said inverse correlation means is a max-
imum value,
wherein said spectrum inversion detection means
detects the occurrence or absence of said spectrum
inversion if said P1 detection means detects that said
received signal is said P1 signal.

5. The reception apparatus according to claim 1, further
comprising:

correlation means for obtaining a correlation val-
ue between said received signal and a signal
acquired by shifting the frequency of said re-
ceived signal by a frequency difference between
a real information part constituting said P1 signal
and an overlay part overlaid with said real infor-
mation part, on the assumption that said spec-
trum inversion has not occurred in said received
signal, said correlation means further obtaining
a correlation value between said received signal
and a signal acquired by shifting the frequency
of said received signal by said frequency differ-
ence on the assumption that said spectrum in-
version has occurred in said received signal; and
P1 detection means for detecting that said re-
ceived signal is said P1 signal if the absolute
value of said correlation value obtained by said
correlation means is a maximum value,
wherein, if said P1 detection means detects that
said received signal is said P1 signal and if said
correlation value is obtained by said correlation
means on the assumption that said spectrum
inversion has not occurred in said received sig-
nal, then said spectrum inversion detection
means detects the absence of said spectrum
inversion, said spectrum inversion detection
means further detecting the occurrence of said
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spectrum inversion if said correlation value is
obtained by said correlation means on the as-
sumption that said spectrum inversion has oc-
curred in said received signal.

6. The reception apparatus according to claim 4 or 5,
wherein:

said demodulation means includes FFT compu-
tation means for performing FFT computation
on said received signal having undergone said
spectrum inversion process if said spectrum in-
version detection means detects the occurrence
of said spectrum inversion at a timing at which
said P1 detection means detects that said re-
ceived signal is said P1 signal, said FFT com-
putation means further performing FFT compu-
tation on said received signal yet to undergo said
spectrum inversion process if said spectrum in-
version detection means detects the absence of
said spectrum inversion at the same timing; and
said FFT computation means resets said FFT
computation every time said P1 detection
means detects that said received signal is said
P1 signal.

7. A reception method for use with a reception appa-
ratus receiving a received signal complying with the
Digital Video Broadcasting-Terrestrial 2 standard
known as DVB-T2, said reception method compris-
ing the steps of:

detecting the occurrence or absence of spec-
trum inversion in said received signal using a P1
signal constituting said received signal;
performing a spectrum inversion process on
said received signal if the occurrence of said
spectrum inversion is detected at least in the
spectrum inversion detecting step;
demodulating said received signal having un-
dergone said spectrum inversion process if the
occurrence of said spectrum inversion is detect-
ed in said spectrum inversion detecting step;
and
demodulating said received signal yet to under-
go said spectrum inversion process if the ab-
sence of said spectrum inversion is detected in
said spectrum inversion detecting step.

8. A program for use with a computer for controlling
reception of a received signal complying with the Dig-
ital Video Broadcasting-Terrestrial 2 standard known
as DVB-T2, said program causing said computer to
execute a process comprising the steps of:

detecting the occurrence or absence of spec-
trum inversion in said received signal using a P1
signal constituting said received signal;

performing a spectrum inversion process on
said received signal if the occurrence of said
spectrum inversion is detected at least in the
spectrum inversion detecting step;
demodulating said received signal having un-
dergone said spectrum inversion process if the
occurrence of said spectrum inversion is detect-
ed in said spectrum inversion detecting step;
and
demodulating said received signal yet to under-
go said spectrum inversion process if the ab-
sence of said spectrum inversion is detected in
said spectrum inversion detecting step.

9. A reception system comprising:

transmission channel decoding process means
for performing a transmission channel decoding
process on a received signal which is acquired
over a transmission channel and which complies
with the Digital Video Broadcasting-Terrestrial
2 standard known as DVB-T2,
wherein said transmission channel decoding
process means includes
spectrum inversion detection means for detect-
ing the occurrence or absence of spectrum in-
version in said received signal using a P1 signal
constituting said received signal,
spectrum inversion means for performing a
spectrum inversion process on said received
signal if the occurrence of said spectrum inver-
sion is detected at least by said spectrum inver-
sion detection means, and
demodulation means for demodulating said re-
ceived signal having undergone said spectrum
inversion process if the occurrence of said spec-
trum inversion is detected by said spectrum in-
version detection means, said demodulation
means further demodulating said received sig-
nal yet to undergo said spectrum inversion proc-
ess if the absence of said spectrum inversion is
detected by said spectrum inversion detection
means.

10. A reception system according to claim 9, further com-
prising
acquisition means for acquiring said signal as re-
ceived signal.

11. A reception system according to claim 9 or 10, further
comprising:

information source decoding process means for
performing an information source decoding
process on said received signal having under-
gone said transmission channel decoding proc-
ess performed by said transmission channel de-
coding process means.
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12. A reception system according to any of claims 9 to
11, further comprising:

output means for outputting an image or a sound
based on said received signal having undergone
said transmission channel decoding process
performed by said transmission channel decod-
ing process means.

13. A reception system according to any of claims 9 to
12, further comprising:

recording control means for controlling the re-
cording of said received signal having under-
gone said transmission channel decoding proc-
ess performed by said transmission channel de-
coding process means.
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